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THE FINE PRINT     |     Is tanbul ’s  Yeni  Mosque (above)  was bui l t  between 1597 and 1663 Gloria Golf  Club (above)  is  the largest  complex in Turkey,  offer ing 45 holes

* * * *

When flying halfway around the world, typically my inner voice 
pleads, “Beam me up, Scotty!” Void of that supernatural miracle, 
the next best mode of transpo is flying nonstop aboard a brand-
new Boeing 777, preferably in the front cabin with fully reclining 
seats that allow the body to adjust to a horizontal position. 

And with a 10-hour time-zone differential 
between my West Coast home and destination 
of Istanbul, I welcomed Turkish Airlines’ new 
service from Los Angeles. For the amount 

of time it would take to play three rounds of 
golf (approximately 14 hours), I was resting 
comfortably, feasting on incredible Turkish 
hospitality — even while reclining — en route 

to the only city in the world straddling two 
continents: Europe and Asia. 

With some timely maneuvering, I could 
have even scored a hat trick by setting foot in 
three continents within 24 hours. As it was, by 
the time I settled in my room at the Kempinski 
Ciragan Palace — my five-star quarters on the 
European side of Istanbul — I had a clear view 
of Asia just across the Bosphorus Strait. Minor 
technicality.

Once I arrived in the land where East 
meets West, it was time to focus why I actually 
traveled here: the ancient game of golf.

When it comes to can’t-miss destinations 
for North American golfers, let’s talk Turkey. 
The recognized cradle of civilization would 
be hard-pressed to compete against the 
birthplace of golf. Nor should it. After all, 
there are no tales of fierce competitions 
on Turkish soil between Lord Nelson and 
Bantam Ben or King Palmer and Golden Bear 
Nicklaus upon which to build a golf empire. 
Instead, it is the land where Alexander the 
Great slashed the Gordion Knot and where 
the Roman, Byzantine and Ottoman Empires 
fought battles that would shape the world. 

And although these conquests of centuries 
gone ensued under the radar of other global 
civilizations, Turkey has caught the attention 

of some notable golf warriors during the past 
15 years — men such as Colin Montgomerie, 
Nick Faldo and Tony Jacklin, who have 
transformed some of these ancient fields of 
honor into modern-day 18-hole battlefields.

Only three of Turkey’s 26 golf courses 
exist in the culture-rich city of Istanbul, 
which is populated by more than 15 million 
people. Granted, they don’t all play golf, but 
since only the Klassis Golf & Country Club 
and Kemer Golf & Country Club are available 
to the public, snagging a tee time could prove 
difficult. 

An authentic Turkish golf adventure 
combines exploring the ancient past along 
with conquering your sporting pastime in 

Belek, a Myrtle Beach wannabe along the 
Mediterranean coast. An hour’s flight (to 
Antalya) from Istanbul, this predominantly 
European hot spot for golf, includes 18 courses 
and a collection of high-grade hotels lined up 
for booking year-round. 

The quality and service at the Pasha 
Course, Sueno Golf Club and Gloria 
Golf Club is nothing short of world-class. 
Although, as an American, I was a bit startled 
when, almost on cue with a backswing, the 
silence was shattered by the ominous sound 
of the adhan — the Islamic call to prayer — 
resonating from distant loudspeakers serving 
as a distinct reminder that I was a long, long 
way from home. FG
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